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Abstract

An exponentially increasing patient population, diminishing medical funding, and uncertainty regarding the economic ramifications of recent healthcare reform have resulted in an emphasis on hospital economics in terms of efficiency, productivity, and cost containment. The operating room (OR) is a critical component of an institution’s ability to generate profit while simultaneously accounting for significant expenses. At the core of OR efficiency is how well an institution matches its resources to demands. Riverside County Regional Medical Center (RCRMC) is a 439-bed teaching hospital with Level II adult and pediatric trauma services and nine main OR’s. RCRMC’s nine ORs were experiencing significant delays in beginning cases at their scheduled start times based on data obtained from a pilot study from 2006 to 2007. Collected data showed that only 40% of all scheduled elective first cases started on-time resulting in significant inefficiencies. RCRMC formed a Clockwork Operating Room Efficiency (CORE) subcommittee consisting of physician leaders, hospital managers and key OR staff members who created and implemented a formal workflow model to assist in the immediate identification and rectification of delay causes. An additional objective was to encourage individual accountability, responsibility, and value as responsible individuals offered delay prevention insight and suggestions for improvement. Through implementation of the CORE model, the CORE subcommittee enlightened our institution to a large area of unnecessary expenditure, developed and implemented an easily reproducible workflow model, and ultimately resulted in positive changes on multiple levels. Staff morale and patient satisfaction all subsequently improved and surgeons preferred to operate at RCRMC as opposed to other local facilities due to its predictable first case on-time starts.

Introduction

An exponentially increasing patient population, dwindling funds, and uncertainty regarding the economic future of healthcare have resulted in an emphasis on healthcare economics in terms of efficiency, productivity, and cost containment without sacrificing quality of care. Recent healthcare
changes may adversely impact healthcare models providing care to underserved areas. California’s safety-net hospitals, the core of the state’s public healthcare system including county and academic medical centers, are fighting to keep up with increasing patient demands with a tighter budget and fewer resources than in the past [1a]. The only way for these healthcare models to survive is by a complete reengineering of its infrastructure. An area of focused interest is the operating room (OR), a critical component to an institution’s ability to generate revenue while simultaneously accounting for its greatest expenditure. High overhead costs are attributed to the need for highly specialized physicians; a large volume of trained and certified personnel; expensive equipment with associated costs of repair, sterilization, and periodic upgrades; and OR maintenance including cleaning, airflow management, specialized OR tables, and supplies.

At the core of OR efficiency is how well an institution matches its resources to demands. The planned allocation of resources during a defined time frame makes up the organization’s fixed cost. If the OR is utilized significantly outside of the allocated time, the institution’s variable costs increase and are often significantly higher due to overtime pay [3]. Immeasurable costs of delayed cases include patient dissatisfaction with extended waiting without nourishment, surgeon aggravation when scheduled to follow another surgeon, and staff frustration when asked to work beyond scheduled hours. This ultimately poses a risk to revenue as surgeons choose to operate elsewhere and patient dissatisfaction negatively impacts hospital reimbursements. Cases scheduled later in the day may be cancelled which impacts patients, surgeons, and society due to the increased burden of costs associated with additional length of hospital stay and delayed return to the workforce [3].

One solution lies in an application of management engineering principles and techniques to streamline healthcare systems. Dr. Belson, an award winning engineering professor, had successfully applied management engineering methods to improve productivity and efficiency at some of the world’s largest manufacturing corporations. He understood that similar to manufacturing, the flow of a patient in surgery is a sequential process with multiple steps and areas for potential breakdowns to occur (a). In 2007, the California HealthCare Foundation commissioned Dr. Belson, faculty and students from the USC Viterbi School of Engineering Daniel J. Epstein Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering to demonstrate the application of management engineering principles to safety-net hospitals. One of the selected safety-net hospitals, Riverside County Regional Medical Center (RCRMC), is a 439-bed safety net hospital with Level II adult and pediatric trauma services and nine main ORs. Analyzing data from the hospital’s information system, Dr. Belson quickly identified that the average turnaround time at RCRMC was well above industry benchmarks. Dr. Belson and colleagues applied the following five basic steps of management engineering: (1) problem identification, (2) measurement, (3) analysis, (4) design of solutions, and (5) intervention. The result was a reduction in turnaround time from 49 minutes in November 2007 to 39 minutes in July 2008. Additional areas of process improvement included a redesign which improved patient flow, better use of technology and information services, improved asset utilization, use of checklists with communication checkpoints along the way, and data tracking.
which served as a motivational tool helping to change the existing culture into one more responsive to patient needs.

Based on the success of reduced turnaround times, RCRMC formed a process improvement group to focus on first case start times as its next management engineering project. RCRMC’s nine ORs were experiencing significant delays in starting cases as scheduled based on data collected during a pilot study from 2006 - 2007. Collected data showed that only 40% of all scheduled elective first cases started on-time. The delay had a domino effect as succeeding cases were also delayed resulting in over 18 hours per month of lost OR time. RCRMC created a subcommittee of OR staff members with diverse roles and hospital managers to apply learned management engineering principles to improve on-time starts while still maintaining a high level of patient care. Together they created an initiative entitled Clockwork OR Efficiency (CORE) to assist in decreasing first case time delays. A consistent theme during literature review of OR management was how inefficiency stemmed from departmental divisions, lack of understandings of what OR efficiency means, ineffective communication, and that the need for teamwork was necessary for sustained change [4,5,6]. Therefore, the participation of key OR staff members was a crucial component in the development of our model. The majority of research in the field collected data on causes for first case delays and retrospectively attempted to determine the cause or individual [7]. Our initiative involved early identification of individuals responsible for delays in first case start times and early intervention to correct areas of inefficiency by asking responsible individuals to take responsibility for the event and offer suggestions as to how the event may be prevented on both the individual and hospital management level. This contributed to a supportive environment where staff members felt valuable as their feedback resulted in immediate change and helped to unite staff under a common goal of improving patient satisfaction and care. Through this initiative, elective first case time improved, lost OR time decreased, and most importantly staff morale, patient and surgeon satisfaction greatly improved.

Methods

A CORE subcommittee was formed consisting of the Assistant Hospital Administrator, Anesthesiologist (Chair), General Surgery (Chair), OR Nurse Manager, and Quality Management Overseer. Data was collected from scheduled first cases performed in the nine main OR suites. A case was considered a “first case” if it was scheduled by noon one working day prior to surgery. Analysis was limited to scheduled workdays and excluded holidays. Trauma, emergency, and obstetric procedures were excluded.

The following protocol was implemented to reduce first case delays by promoting personal accountability, creating a supportive environment to encourage communication, bringing value to responsible individuals by allowing them to provide input, and allowing the formation of an OR team with the same universal goal of patient care despite departmental divisions. First, a patient had to be in the preoperative area a minimum of 30 minutes prior to the scheduled start time [Workflow 1]. If they arrived late, a reason was listed by the OR Nurse Manager and reported to the CORE subcommittee. The next timed measure in the protocol was that a representative from the surgical team and the
circulating nurse had to sign off on the patient 15 minutes prior to the scheduled start time. If either member failed to sign off in a timely manner, the OR Nurse Manager or Surgery Division Chair evaluated the situation and reported this back to the CORE subcommittee for review. The final measured step was for the anesthesia care team to bring the patient into the OR suite at the prescheduled time. If they failed to do so, the Anesthesia Chair evaluated the circumstances and reported to the CORE subcommittee.

The CORE subcommittee held weekly meetings and adhered to the following procedures for notifying physicians and nonmedical departments of all first case delays attributed to their service or department:

1. Physicians received a delay notification memo by email requiring 10-business day turnaround response.

2. If no response, the chief of the service received a second memo by email requiring a 5 day response.

3. Subsequent failure to respond to second notification resulted in formal reports to the chief medical officer, the CORE subcommittee, Performance Improvement Committee and the Medical Executive Committee.

4. Non-medical departments were required to appear for an in-person response at the monthly CORE subcommittee meeting to address departmental issues identified from the prior month’s case delays and how said delays will be resolved to prevent repetition in the future along with any additional suggestions for possible improvements.
Workflow 1: Clockwork Operating Room Efficiency Model

The Clockwork Operating Room Efficiency Model provides an algorithm which can be easily followed through each time-measured step. Endpoints include an on-time start, an appropriate turn around response which is recorded, or no response resulting in a formal report being sent to the chief medical officer, CORE subcommittee, Performance Improvement Committee, and Medical Executive Committee.

Project results were displayed in key locations within the OR suite using graphs and charts of first case delay outcomes and progress for all OR staff to review.

Results

During the two-year study, 3,936 cases were scheduled to start at 7:30 a.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday. In 2008, 1,908 out of 1,968 cases were in compliance resulting in a 97% on-time start rate. This number slightly improved to 1,930/1,968 in 2009 resulting in a 98% compliance rate [Table 1, Graph 1]. The most commonly reported reasons for delays included a lack of appropriate patient preoperative preparation (including lab work, surgical consent, updated history and physical), wrong equipment, patient tardiness, and surgeon unavailability.
Table 1: Percentage of First Case On-Time Starts by 3 Month Quarters Post Intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>QTR 1</td>
<td>QTR 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerator</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denominator</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numerator: number of cases that had the patient in the room by 7:40 a.m.
Denominator: total number of scheduled cases per quarter

Table 1: The number and percentage of on-time first case starts was recorded in 3 month quarters for the year 2008 and 2009 after the institution of CORE measures.

Graph 1: Percentage of First Case On-Time Starts by 3 Month Quarters Post Intervention

Graph 1: A bar graph was created based on the number of cases with on-time first case starts to visually display side-by-side quarterly improvements in the year 2008 and 2009 after institution of CORE measures from a baseline based on a pilot study.
Discussion

RCRMC made measurable progress surpassing the CORE subcommittees expectations in OR efficiency by auditing causes of first case delays, creating an effective workflow model, determining the individual whose actions were at the root of the delay, brainstorming ways the delay can be avoided in the future through ideas from both the individual and as a subcommittee, and displaying delay data in highly visible hospital staff locations. RCRMC achieved an improvement in elective first case start times from 40 to 95%. Lost OR hours decreased from 18 hours to 5.2 hours per month, a 72% decrease in delayed hours. The number of delayed cases from a baseline of 131 cases dropped to 7 cases per month. By holding individual physicians and staff members accountable for OR first case start delays and having them feel involved by being open to his/her suggestions, intangible improvements were made in the areas of personal responsibility, accountability, and communication. Regular meetings with OR staff members with diverse roles and under different departments led to an improved team atmosphere and the OR staff began to act as a cohesive unit to promote an appreciation for hospital efficiency while still maintaining a high level of patient care and safety.

In looking at the applicability of the results it is important to highlight the definition, measurements taken, and identify challenges to implementation. The start times were defined as when the patient was physically in the operating room. So while the initiative was highly successful in improving this time it did not necessarily correlate with improved operating room utilization. Presumably this improvement would trickle down to efficiency and this was our anecdotal experience, however it was not part of this initial study.

Another potential confounding variable resulting from our definition was the availability of attending physicians to begin the procedure. Like many academic training sites at RCRMC, resident physicians are primarily responsible for the steps necessary to get the patient into the operating room. At times there were delays in the arrival of the Anesthesia/Surgery Attending to the operating theatre. This confounding variable as pertains to anesthesia has been previously described by Epstein and Dexter [8] and our experience was similar. There could be significant delays if an Anesthesia Attending was supervising two patients and was busy inducing one patient, while the second patient was waiting in the operating room. Similarly there were delays if the Surgery Attending was busy outside of the operating room and not immediately available after induction. This potential for delay was unmeasured since the patient was considered an on-time start as long as they were physically in the OR. This potential contribution to increased length of surgery is an area needing further study and is currently being investigated at our institution.

As an academic institution, an important emphasis is placed on the instruction and development of competent residents. The months of June and July, a time notoriously known for a steep learning curve as new interns and residents enter both the anesthesia and surgical arenas of the OR, was included [8]. Based on the quarter totals, no significant increase in delays was noted during quarters 2 and 3, a fact likely due to the greater involvement of attending and senior residents to ensure all necessary steps are
taken in a timely manner to allow smooth OR case flow. Upon achievement of the goals set forth by the CORE task force, all aspects of the CORE workflow model were abandoned and no measure had been instituted to evaluate long-term sustainability. A recent survey of on-time starts for scheduled first cases has fallen to pre-intervention levels. By not building in assessment measures to continue evaluating progress post-intervention, critical trends in delayed start times were missed and it became increasingly difficult to determine what factors contributed to a reversal of the progress achieved under the CORE workflow model.

Additionally, a 10-minute leeway was allowed in OR start times, for example a patient entering the OR at 7:40 a.m. was still considered “on-time” and did not constitute a delay. Potentially even something as short as a ten minute interval multiplied over multiple operating rooms has the potential to rapidly become significant.

In implementing the CORE workflow model, unanticipated challenges emerged which need to be highlighted as it is very likely these hurdles exist in all hospital models to varying degrees. As most operating staff members were paid based on shifts, it became more challenging to keep staff motivated and actively facilitating efficiency as it approached the end of shift time. For example, efficiently getting a case into the operating room at 2:30 p.m. often resulted in a staff member having to stay overtime to complete additional patient charting if their shift ended at 3:00 p.m. More importantly, staff may want to avoid a handover as a surgery begins to avoid miscommunication, potential errors, and ensure patient safety. It was also found that there was a lack of uniformity in the ways policies were understood and executed on multiple departmental levels which may be avoided by ensuring staff receive the same department specific training by the same supervisor and are observed periodically to ensure compliance to policies/clarify misunderstanding. It was interesting to observe the dichotomy between operating room personnel in terms of what efficiency meant, i.e. a Surgeon may think of efficiency in terms of the cases he/she completes within a set time period versus an Infection Control Nurse who would put more emphasis on efficiency as the number of post-operative infections. Despite formal patient outcome measures, it became impossible to reconcile different thoughts on what efficiency meant to each staff member but this discrepancy must be acknowledged especially when it becomes difficult to implement a new policy. Job security fears made it difficult to obtain accurate data at times as employees were scared of being blamed inadvertently if they revealed the source of delay while visiting/travelling staff were more likely to ignore warnings. Communication fall outs continued to occur despite formal organized meetings.

Although OR start time is only one factor in OR efficiency, by focusing on an easy-to-measure parameter with limited influence by external factors (case takes longer than scheduled, turnover, etc.) and developing a formal workflow to assist in the immediate identification and rectification of delay causes, we were able to enlighten our institution to a large area of unnecessary expenditure which has promoted positive change. Staff morale and patient satisfaction all subsequently improved and surgeons preferred to operate at RCRMC as opposed to other local facilities due to its predictable first case on-time start.
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